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From a genius (New York Times) storyteller: a new, subversive, hilarious, heart-breaking collection. There is
sweetheartedness and wisdom and eloquence and transcendence in his stories because these virtues exist in
abundance in Etgar himself... I am very happy that Etgar and his work are in the world, making things better.
--George Saunders Theres no one like Etgar Keret. His stories take place at the crossroads of the fantastical,
searing, and hilarious. His characters grapple with parenthood and family, war and games, marijuana and
cake, memory and love. These stories never go to the expected place, but always surprise, entertain, and
move... In Arctic Lizard, a young boy narrates a post-apocalyptic version of the world where a youth army
wages an unending war, rewarded by collecting prizes. A father tries to shield his son from the inevitable in
Fly Already. In One Gram Short, a guy just wants to get a joint to impress a girl and ends up down a rabbit

hole of chaos and heartache.

Elif Shafak The Guardian As a reader youre so immersed in Keretworld that the twist in the tale is particularly
more outrageous and unexpected than usual. In these 22 short stories wild capers reveal painful emotional
truths and the bizarre is just another name for the familiar. The stories in Fly Already are rendered by five

different translators.

Etgar

In the title story Fly Already the narrator and his son try to stop a man from jumping off a building but are
mistaken for a man trying to throw his son off a building. Fly Already Sharp actionpacked short stories Book
Review Etgar Kerets sixth collection uses dialogue to make the everyday strange Thu 0600 . Stories Fly

Already Etgar Keret Riverhead Books. Israeli author Etgar Keret doesnt just produce memorable short stories
but short short stories.Some are no longer than 500 words and five or six pages is typical. Raconté par

Various. Its by a writer I recognize Etgar Keret . yells Yes I do Yes I do Come on and fly already before it gets
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dark. This is the story of the Charlie Brown and Franz Stigler incident which inspired our song No Bullets
Fly.
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